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On the Influence of the Instance Structure on Metaheuristic

Performances – Application to a Graph Drawing Problem

Bruno Pinaud and Pascale Kuntz

Abstract— Metaheuristics are now so common that for some
classical hard combinatorial problems, there exist more than ten
variants. Thus, the issue of comparing optimization methods is
crucial. In this paper, we focus on one aspect of this question:
the impact of the choice of the test instances on the meta-
heuristic performances and the possible link with the fitness
landscape structure. We base our experimental framework on
the arc crossing minimization problem for layered digraphs.
We compare a hybridized genetic algorithm and a multistart
descent which are among the best approaches to this problem.
We worked on two instance families with various sizes and
structural complexities: small graphs which are easy to draw on
a standard size support, and large graphs specifically built for
our experiments. We show that, for the smallest instances, there
is no significant difference between methods whereas for graphs
similar to those classically used nowadays in applications the
genetic algorithm is better, and for the largest graphs (with
a scaling factor up to 10

300), the multistart descent is the
best method. These results suggest that for “structured” fitness
landscapes associated with real-life instances the GA exploits its
implicit learning. On the other hand for very large landscapes
with probably numerous local optima, only one exploration on
a larger scale can be provided by local searches from a random
starting point, cheap in computing effort.

I. INTRODUCTION

Solving combinatorial optimization problems with meta-

heuristics is now so common that for several classical hard

problems there can exist more than ten variants ([1], [2]).

Despite their stochastic nature, metaheuristics are often a

better choice than exact methods. In particular, for medium

and large size instances corresponding to nowadays real-

life size problems, they allow to find good solutions to

a problem with limited computational effort. However, as

these approaches become more accessible, the question of

their comparison is more and more crucial. According to the

literature and our own experience, three key-points have to

be carefully taken into account for an efficient comparison:

(i) the choice of the general objectives of the comparison and

the associated measures for both the computational effort and

the quality of the solution ([3], [4], [5], [6]), (ii) the choice

of the test instances ([7], [8], [9]), and (iii) the development

of a rigorous framework for the experimental tests [10].

Without neglecting the other aspects, we here mainly focus

on the influence of the test instances on the metaheuristic

performances. Several authors have written guidelines to

improve the experimental methodology. But, as far as we

know, most authors are more interested in the respective
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Fig. 1. A layered digraph with 5 vertical layers.

performances of their own heuristics than in a systematic

analysis of the influence of the instance structure.

In this paper, for a given problem of graph drawing we

precisely show that the instance choice is fundamental when

comparing metaheuristics. Generally speaking, this problem,

known as the layered graph drawing problem, consists in

minimizing crossings in a layered layout where the vertices

of the graph are arranged on vertical or horizontal layers

(Figure 1).

One of the major interests of this problem for our purpose

here is that it allows to compare two different strategies: a

hybridized genetic algorithm (GA) and a multistart descent

(MSD), which are two of the best known approaches to the

problem [11]. Moreover, in this case, it is quite easy to define

measures of the instance complexity (e.g. number of layers,

graph density, number of vertices).

We have compared GA and MSD for instances of various

structural complexities and various sizes (the ratio is more

than 10300 between the number of solutions for the smallest

and the biggest fitness landscape). We show that according

to the instances one method may outperform the other. In

particular, our results are consistent with the “No Free Lunch

Theorem” ([12], [13]): GA is globally better than MSD for

small instances whereas MSD is better than GA for the huge

instances specially built for the experiments. Nevertheless,

our main purpose here is not a strict comparison of the

algorithms nor a generalization of the results obtained to

another class of problems; our aim is to contribute to a better

understanding of the link between the performance of an

optimization process and the fitness landscape (FL) structure.

Completing a previous exhaustive study of small fitness

landscapes for this graph drawing problem [14], our re-

sults suggest that for “structured” FL associated with small

instances, GA exploits its implicit learning. On the other

hand for very large landscapes with probably numerous

local optima, only one exploration on a larger scale can be



provided by local searches from a random starting point,

cheap in computing effort.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II

is a brief review of the choice and construction of the test

instances. Section III introduces the notation and the graph

drawing problem. Section IV describes both GA and MSD.

Section V presents the experimental protocol used. Sec-

tion VI presents the results. Finally we suggest further paths

for future research in Section VII for a better understanding

of the difference between both methods.

II. CHOICE AND CONSTRUCTION OF THE TEST

INSTANCES

Without a correct design of the test instances and a

significant number of instances with a realistic complexity, it

is impossible to make a fair and correct comparison between

two or more methods. In the design of a representative test

set, many factors can have an impact on the performances.

For a given factor, it is important to have a sufficiently

large variation of its value to correctly measure its influence

on the algorithm performance [15]. To our knowledge, one

of the most important factors is the size of the instances.

The test sets must have an important number of instances

corresponding to real-life size problems. Small instances

are useful for validating the algorithm and large instances

can “stress test” the algorithm and give information on its

implementation limits. For a similar purpose, some authors

also consider instances which cause the algorithm to fail [7].

The sources of the test instances can also have an impact

on the performance. They are varied: real-world data sets,

random variants from real data sets, published and online

libraries, or random generation of data sets [9]. Each source

has its own strengths and weaknesses: real-world data sets

are probably the best and thus they have to be used whenever

it is possible but they can be hard to obtain (e.g. copyright);

everybody can use published and online data sets but on

the other hand one has to check that these sets cover the

whole search landscape; random generation of data set is

the quickest and easiest way to obtain data but it is highly

controversial, in particular, it is important to check that the

variation of the complexity of the generated instances is

significant.

In order to simplify the experiments, instances with com-

mon properties have to be grouped in classes in order to

diminish the variance of the observations [15]. It is not

necessary to put instances of the same size in the same

class. They just have to be homogeneous and composed of

instances with common criteria corresponding to a specific

aspect of the problem [3]. Sufficiently large test sets make

it possible to resort to statistical tests like the Wilcoxon or

Mann-Whitney tests (minimum of about 10 instances) or the

t-test (minimum of about 30 instances) for paired samples to

assess the significance of the results [4].

III. THE LAYERED GRAPH DRAWING PROBLEM

To illustrate the changes in the behavior of the methods

when the size and complexity of the instances increase, we

base ourselves on a well-known graph drawing problem.

Generally speaking, when producing clear and intelligible

layouts of a graph, three key points are always consid-

ered [16]: the physical constraints inherent to the medium

(standard size sheets, computer screen), the drawing conven-

tions (here the layered drawing), and the aesthetics which

aims at facilitating readability and memorization of the

information embodied in the graph.

From the seminal works of Warfield [17] and Carpano [18]

the layered representation has been chosen to highlight

directed pairwise relations in numerous systems. The most

popular method to draw a layered graph is the “Sugiyama

heuristics” introduced by Sugiyama et al. [19] and then

extended by Eades and Sugiyama [20]. It consists of 4 steps:

cycle removal, layer assignment, crossing reduction (by

far the most important aesthetic criterion [21]) and finally,

vertical coordinate assignment if the layers are represented

vertically. Each step is often done with a specific algorithm.

In this paper, we focus on the crossing reduction step. Min-

imizing crossings in a layered layout could seem intuitively

easier than the general problem of minimizing crossings on

a plane since the number of crossings is determined by the

vertex ordering instead of the vertex geometric coordinates.

Yet, it remains NP-hard even if there are only two layers [22].

A. Related works

Numerous deterministic heuristics follow the layer-by-

layer sweep scheme: vertices of each layer are reordered

to reduce crossings while holding the vertex orderings on

the other layers. Various strategies have been proposed for

reordering. The most commonly used are the sorting methods

which exchange vertices using crossing numbers in a way

similar to classical sorts [17], and the averaging heuristics

with the barycenter heuristics from Sugiyama et al. [19], the

median heuristics from Eades [23] and their variants ([24],

[25]). These heuristics are based on the idea that edge

crossings tend to be minimized when connected vertices are

placed facing each other. Roughly speaking, these approaches

compute the average positions, i.e. the barycenter or median

of their neighbors, for the vertices on each layer and sort

them according to these values.

Different metaheuristics with specific problem-based op-

erators have also been developed: Tabu Search (TS) [26],

GRASP [27] or GA ([28], [29], [30], . . . ). Numerical com-

parisons reported in [27] show that the TS implementation

gives better drawings than the GRASP implementation with

a higher computational cost and that both search proce-

dures outperform the deterministic layer-by-layer sweep ap-

proaches.

B. Problem formulation and notation

Hereafter we consider an acyclic digraph G = (V, A)
with a set V of n vertices, a set A of m arcs, a set

L = {L1, L2, . . . , Lh} of h layers and a given distribution

V1, V2, . . . , Vh of V on L with respectively n1, n2, . . . , nh

vertices. In a layered drawing, every arc (u, v) ∈ A flows

in the same direction: if u ∈ Li and v ∈ Lj then i < j.



Algorithm 1 Pseudo-code of the hybridized Genetic Algo-

rithm (GA)

Generate a random Population of N genotypes;

While (¬termination criterion) {

Initialize an empty population Current_population;

for i = 0, . . . , ⌈N/2− 1⌉ {

Select two genotypes g (Π) and g (Π′) in Population;

Apply Intra-Layer-Crossover on g (Π) and g (Π′) to

create g (Πi) and g (Π′

i);

Apply Inter-Layer-Crossover on g (Πi) and g (Π′

i) to

create g (Πc) and g (Π′

c);
Apply mutation on g (Πc) and g (Π′

c);
Apply Local Search on g (Πc) and g (Π′

c);
Add g (Πc) and g (Π′

c) to Current_population;

}

Replace Population by Current_population
}

Moreover, we suppose that the graph is proper i.e. each arc

(u, v) ∈ A is connected to vertices on consecutive layers:

u ∈ Li and v ∈ Li+1. We reach this hypothesis by replacing

an arc whose length λ is greater than one by a path of λ−1
dummy vertices on consecutive layers.

The vertex ordering on Lk is defined by πk : Lk →
{1, 2, . . . , |Lk|}, where πk (u) = i means that the vertex

u ∈ Lk is on the ith position on Lk and σk (i) = π−1

k (i)
indicates the vertex on each position i. A drawing of G is a

set of orderings Π = {π1, π2, . . . , πh} for each layer.

The problem of minimizing crossings consists in finding

an optimal ordering set Π̂ so that there is no ordering set

with fewer crossings.

IV. TWO OPTIMIZATION STRATEGIES

In a previous work, we introduced a new GA which,

as far as we know, gives better drawings than the other

known approaches (especially the TS implementation) [14].

We compared our GA with a multistart descent (MSD) which

re-uses some of the GA operators.

A. The hybridized genetic algorithm

GA follows the classical scheme [31] with two speci-

ficities: it combines two problem-based crossover operators

adapted from ordering GA with a local search strategy based

on averaging heuristics (See Algorithm 1).

Each individual g (Π) associated with a drawing Π is

defined by

g (Π) = (σ1 (1) , . . . , σ1 (|L1|) , σ2 (1) , . . .
, σ2 (|L2|) , σh (1) , . . . , σh (|Lh|))

The selection is determined by a classical roulette wheel

based on the arc crossing number as the fitness function.

The mutation switches two randomly chosen vertices inside

a layer. A generation is here a complete execution of the

"while" statement in Algorithm 1; it leads to a renewed

population since all parents are replaced by children.

Fig. 2. Improvement of an initial layout with successive sub-graph
combinations. The inter-layer combination of (1) and (2) produces (3) and
the intra-layer combination of (3) and (4) produces (5) which is a global
optimum.

Fig. 3. Example of an application of the intra-layer crossover for the first
child only. The part of the graph above the pivot in the first parent is kept
as it is. The child is then completed by the missing vertices in their order
of appearance in the second parent.

Crossover is inspired from the following observation: the

combination of two well-adapted drawings of sub-graphs can

produce a better drawing (Figure 2). The combination may

be applied between layers (inter-layer crossover) or inside

each layer (intra-layer crossover).

The inter-layer crossover is a unique point crossover

between layers. The intra-layer crossover aims at combining

vertices of a same layer. However, combining blocks inside

a layer meets a well-known difficulty for ordinal codings

which is to define a crossover which guarantees a feasible

solution [32]. The intra-layer crossover is a generalization

of the Order Crossover 1 [32] for multi-permutations. A

pivot whose random position is normalized by the layer

cardinality is defined for each layer of the parents. For the

first child, vertex positions of the first parent are retained

above the pivot, and below it, positions of missing vertices

are completed by those of the second parent according to

the vertex ordering (Figure 3). And vice-versa for the second

child. Both operators are applied with a given probability.

The hybridization step is a combination of three local

operators: greedy switching, adaptive versions of the me-

dian and the barycenter heuristics. Each operator is applied

sequentially with a given probability on each layer. We have

experimentally shown that, for this problem, adding a local

search in the classical GA scheme has a great influence

on three major characteristics of the optimization process:

improving the convergence towards the best solution, saving

computation time and reducing the variability of the results



Algorithm 2 Pseudo-code of the multistart descent strategy.

do {

continue← 0
Apply the greedy-switch operator to each layer of an

individual g (Π) to create g (Πs);
if the crossing number decreases {

Replace g (Π) by g (Πs);

continue← 1;

}

Apply the median operator to each layer of g (Π) to create

g (Πm);
if the crossing number decreases {

Replace g (Π) by g (Πm);
continue← 1;

}

Apply the barycenter operator to each layer of g (Π) to

create g (Πb);
if the crossing number decreases {

Replace g (Π) by g (Πb);
continue← 1;

}

} while continue == 1;

Return g (Π);

inherent to the stochastic approaches.

B. The multistart descent

The MSD re-uses the three operators defined for the GA

hybridization. Let us describe them more precisely for a

layer Lk. The greedy-switch heuristic switches random con-

secutive vertex pairs. The median and barycenter heuristics

compute a new arrangement for a complete layer. The new

position of a vertex is a function of its neighbors’ position

on Lk−1 and Lk+1. First, the median or barycenter position

of all the vertices of a layer is computed (see [11] for more

details). Then, this set of positions is sorted in increasing

order. The new arrangement of the layer is directly deduced

from the sorted set of median or barycenter position. The

underlying idea is to reduce the length of the arcs by putting

the arcs horizontally as much as possible (see Figure 4).

Each of these operators is sequentially applied on each

layer Lk for k = 1, . . . h. And following a descent strategy

the solution is kept whenever crossings decrease (see Al-

gorithm 2). In order to compare MSD and GA on a same

time scale, the stopping time of MSD has been set to the

convergence time of the GA best solution.

V. EXPERIMENTAL PROTOCOL

Previous experiments described in [11] have shown that

the best probabilities for each operator are: 0.02 for mutation,

0.2 for each crossover, 0.05 for the greedy switch operator

and 0.2 for median and barycenter. The population size

is set to 100 individuals. GA stops when no improvement

has occurred after 100 generations. Preliminary experiments

have shown that the larger the populations and the more

generations before stopping GA, the better results. But this
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(a) Original drawing with 27 crossings.
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(b) Drawing after permutation of the
vertices of layer Lk by their median
position. 9 crossings remain.

Fig. 4. Example of an application of the median operator.

choice is a compromise between the quality of the solution

and the computational cost. Because of the stochastic nature

of the methods, we did 100 runs of each algorithm for each

graphs.

GA and MSD are coded with the C programming language

and experiments were done on a dual AMD Athlon at 2GHz

with Linux 2.6. The code of the local search operators is

shared between GA and MSD.

The source for the test instances is a random layered

digraph generator similar to the one previously developed

for tests with metaheuristics ([26], [27]). Three parameters

can vary: the number of layers, the number of vertices

per layer and the graph density. A commonly used density

measure is the ratio of the arc number m to the arc number



GA MSD GA=MSD

d (G) = 0.3 50.55 40.1 9.35

d (G) = 0.5 48.77 42.52 8.72

d (G) = 0.7 39 47.22 13.78

TABLE I

DISTRIBUTION IN % OF THE BEST COMPUTED SOLUTION FREQUENCY

BETWEEN GA AND MSD.THE ROW GA=MSD INDICATES THAT BOTH

HEURISTICS FIND A SOLUTION WITH THE SAME CROSSING NUMBER.

of a complete graph of the same size, but we prefer a

more suitable definition for layered digraphs: as the maximal

layered digraph has

mmax =

h∑

k=2

nk−1 × nk

arcs, the layered density is d (G) = m/mmax. We use

two sets of 180 graphs of various sizes to cover a large

spectrum of possibilities. We have a maximum scaling factor

of only 13 for the number of vertices and 7 for the number

of layers. But, the order of the search landscape, composed

of all the possible drawings, is

h∏

k=1

nk!. Therefore there is

a maximum scaling factor of about 10314 in the size of the

search landscape.

To compare the two methods, we compute the “best

solution frequency”: for each run of GA and MSD on the

same graph we count the number of runs for which only

one method has reached the best solution. We additionally

consider identity cases where both methods reach a solution

with the same crossing number; this information, often

neglected in the literature, has here been proved relevant.

The results are confirmed by two non-parametric statistical

tests: the Wilcoxon signed rank test and the t-test (or student

test) for paired samples on the mean crossings number for a

standard level of significance α = 0.05.

VI. COMPUTATIONAL EXPERIMENTS

We have compared the respective performances of GA

and MSD on two graph families: one composed of small

graphs easy to draw on a standard size support and the other

composed of large graphs built especially for the comparison.

A. Experiment on small graphs

The generator was used to create 20 instances for each

combination of 4, 8 and 12 layers with d (G) = 0.3, 0.5 and

0.7 (total of 180 graphs). The vertex number per layer is

randomly chosen between 5 and 15. These sizes are well-

representative of small graphs with intelligible layouts on a

standard size sheet or a single computer screen. The vertices

are often represented by labeled boxes and can rarely exceed

70 or 80 on a standard size sheet ([33], [16]).

Table I shows the results of the comparison between GA

and MSD. For the densities d (G) = 0.3 and d (G) = 0.5,

GA outperforms MSD. These results are confirmed by the

h GA MSD GA=MSD

4 44.3 18.1 37.6

8 39.45 58.65 1.9

12 33.25 64.9 1.85

TABLE II

WITH d (G) = 0.7, DISTRIBUTIONS IN % OF THE BEST COMPUTED

SOLUTION FREQUENCY FOR DIFFERENT LAYER CARDINALITIES.

statistical tests: for d (G) = 0.3 (resp. d (G) = 0.5) the p-

value of the Wilcoxon test is equal to 1.712 × 10−4 (resp.

5.652×10−10) and the p-value of the t-test is equal to 1.152×
10−4 (resp. 1.597× 10−10).

However, for d (G) = 0.7 the situation is more confused:

MSD more often finds better solutions when we only take

into account strict comparisons, but in almost 14% of the

cases the two approaches are equivalent. When studying

more precisely the behavior of the two approaches for

different layer cardinalities, it appears that the equivalent

cases are concentrated on graphs with a small number of

layers (Table II). For d (G) = 0.7 and h = 4 the p-value

of the Wilcoxon test is equal to 0.15; this result confirms

the difficulty to separate the two approaches in this case,

which corresponds to relatively small fitness landscapes. For

graphs of the same density (d (G) = 0.7) with a higher

number of layers, MSD outperforms GA. We believe that this

change in the respective behaviors of the two metaheuristics

is associated with an important modification of the structure

of the fitness landscape with probably a significant increasing

of the number of local optima. To confirm this trend, we have

investigated their behaviors for very complex graphs.

B. Experiment on large graphs

The generator was used to create 20 instances for each

combination of 20, 25 and 30 layers for d (G) = 0.6, d (G) =
0.65, d (G) = 0.7. The vertex number per layer is randomly

chosen between 10 and 35. For practical applications, we are

aware that layered layouts are not adapted for this kind of

graphs. Here, the objective is to compare the performance

of GA and MSD in their abilities to explore a very complex

fitness landscape. To assure a certain convergence of the GA,

we stop the algorithm when no improvement has arisen dur-

ing 500 consecutive generations. Due to the high complexity

of the considered cases, the computational effort was very

important: 8 months were necessary to compute the 18,000

runs of the two metaheuristics.

The result is self evident (Table III): MSD always finds

better results than GA excepts for 2 runs over the 18,000

runs.

Completing a previous analysis on the fitness landscape

structure associated with the local search operators [14] leads

us to conclude that for this graph class, there are numerous

local optima similar in value. Their distribution in the fitness

landscape does not allow to fully take advantage of the

efficiency of the GA implicit learning. In this case, local

searches from random starting points, cheap in computing

effort, provide an exploration on a large scale.



h GA MSD GA=MSD

20 0 100 0

25 0 100 0

30 0 100 0

a. d (G) = 0.6
h GA MSD GA=MSD

20 0.05 99.95 0

25 0 100 0

30 0 100 0

b. d (G) = 0.65
h GA MSD GA=MSD

20 0.05 99.95 0

25 0 100 0

30 0 100 0

c. d (G) = 0.7

TABLE III

DISTRIBUTIONS IN % OF THE BEST COMPUTED SOLUTION FREQUENCY

FOR THE HUGE GRAPH SET.

VII. CONCLUSION

Comparing and choosing metaheuristics for a given prob-

lem is perhaps one of the most difficult task in evolutionary

computation which must take into account different factors.

In this paper, we have focused on the influence of the choice

of the test instances and the link with the metaheuristic

performances. We have analyzed a large number of instances,

from very small and simple ones to very large and complex

ones especially built for the behavioral analysis and far from

practical applications. We have showed that depending on

the size and complexity of the instance, the best method is

not always the same: for small and easy instances there is no

significant difference between methods, for larger instances

compatible with real-life problems, the GA is the best method

and for the most complex graphs, MSD is the best method.

This change in the result may be due to an important

variation in the fitness landscape structure and the presence

of numerous local optima.

This underlines the importance of developing methods

that can leave the basin of attraction of a local optima as

late as possible in the search process. The fitness landscape

analysis [14], based on graph modeling initially proposed by

Jones and Forrest [34] has to be extended to larger graphs

in order to better understand the variation of metaheuristic

behaviors [35]. Further works could associate both combi-

natorial approaches from graph theory [36] and statistical

approaches ([37], [38]) which aim at defining correlation

measures so as to quantitatively evaluate the landscape

ruggedness.
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